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The Roads before the Motorways
Road Policies in Italy in the Second Half of the 1800s
When compared with other European nations, mid-1800s Italy had a
noticeable deficit in its roads network, which was accentuated by the
peninsula’s complex orography. It was a country that had achieved
national unity late, in 1861. Even more, the development of a coherent
roads network program was prevented by the contemporary railway
frenzy, and by the scarcity of resources.1
The lack of a systematic project of road growth and improvement did
not mean there was a lack of initiatives: The political establishment of
the time saw the theme of transport as one of the fundamental aspects
of nation building, but efforts were disjointed, without a precise policy,
and too often had no real effects. Naturally, the political and administrative difficulties caused by unification also significantly impacted the
roads sector. A few years after unification, in 1865, the country had new
national laws on the Italian administrative system, which had a double
impact on the roads field. First, there was a new systemic framework for
the public works sector, including a precise listing of the roads, which
would be categorized as state, provincial, and municipal roads (in its
turn derived from the eighteenth-century French model). Second, there
was a clear definition of the activities of the local authorities for the
whole country: in particular, the provinces acquired a broad administrative autonomy.2
The 1865 roads classification took a long time to complete. It was a
multifaceted operation that involved municipalities (although not all
would prepare the lists), provincial councils, and the ministry of public
works.3 The results varied according to the different regions: Lombardy
and Veneto had a dense roads network; Piedmont and Emilia-Romagna
had a reasonable provision. Elsewhere, from Liguria to the south of the
country, the roads network was mostly limited to several major road
axes, and almost completely lacked local roads.4
The national government undertook several initiatives to improve
the situation, promoting road construction, particularly at a local level.
The first example of this was the 1868 law no. 4613, on the “Compulsory
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construction and renewal of municipal roads.” The intention of the
legislature was to rectify the lack of resources and willingness that
characterized the roads sector at its weakest administrative level (weak
both in resources and technical competence), that is, the municipalities. The law instated state and provincial subsidies, a special municipal
tax to raise funds, the re-establishment of feudal corvée obligations,
and army deployment to defend construction sites (or to control the
workers?), even requiring the soldiers to provide manual labor for building. The compulsory roads law was designed to reproduce the effects
of France’s 1836 law “sur les chemins vicinaux,” which had allowed the
transalpine country to endow its entire territory with an efficient roads
network.5
In 1869 another law was approved, for the “construction of national
and provincial roads in the southern mainland provinces,” to fortify the
provincial and national roads in the Italian south and make those areas
accessible: an answer to the peasant riots against unification, which
lasted for a decade.6 In 1875 and again in 1881, further interventions
were approved to construct a substantial number of provincial roads.
The “Law 30 May 1875 for the construction of roads in the provinces
most lacking” approved state spending of 47 million lire (about USD
220 million today), to be used for the construction of sixty-two provincial roads. Almost this entire sum was destined for the south, and
the construction was entrusted directly to the state, with responsibility
passing to the provinces once the necessary works were completed.
The subsequent “Law 23 July 1881 authorizing spending of 225,126,704
lire (about USD 1 billion today) for the construction of new special roads
and hydraulic works in the fifteen years from 1881 to 1895” abundantly
added to the amounts dedicated to provincial road construction outlined in the 1869 and 1875 laws. In addition, it raised the annual amount
destined for compulsory municipal roads from 3 to 4 million (USD 13
and 17 million respectively) and detailed a hefty list of road works.
Despite the severity of the laws, the broad substitutive powers, and
even the direct assumption by the Ministry of Public Works of the territorial works, the road sectors could not change the state of things
merely through decree. The inertia of the various actors involved in
the road construction program—starting with the municipalities and
provinces—could in fact slow down the projects discussed in Rome
beyond measure.
Beyond the historical hypotheses that we can advance, we should
not forget that despite the action and even energy displayed by the
legislators with the various laws, an inherent contradiction within the
sector weakened their fervor. As in the pre-unity regulations, the 1865
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law of administrative unification stated that if a railway ran parallel to a
national road, the latter would be officially downgraded to a provincial
one. Given that in the second half of the 1800s, Italy was in the grip of
railway fever, it is obvious that the state was continually ceding tracts
of national road to the provincial administrations—unbalancing the
scales—and progressively reducing its own commitment in the roads
sector. At the same time, while the number of national roads decreased
as they were assigned to local authorities, the state, using the savings
obtained, was financing the same provinces now responsible for the
devolved roads. So on the one hand, the state assigned the fundamental function of long distance transport to the trains, but at the same
time, through new laws and regulations (which were as draconian as
they were unrealizable), it recognized that the roads were an essential
element for national cohesion.
In other words, blinded by the railway myth but obliged to act upon
roads, the national ruling class oscillated visibly between the desire
to abandon the entire sector to local authorities tout court and the
firm desire to finally open the territory to mobility (and control). The
single—ambiguous—way out was to involve the municipalities and the
provinces in the roads sector even more dramatically. This explains the
abundance of regulations, the redundancy of the laws, and the increase
in roads listed as needing specific interventions. It also explains the state
subsidies to the provinces and municipalities, which were necessary to
stimulate local authorities that were either reticent or lacking in means.

The Roads Problem between the 1800s and the 1900s
While the first decades after national unity in 1861 can be seen as the
height of state action in the roads sector, 1894 saw the approval of law
338. This law indefinitely suspended the application of regulations for
compulsory roads, defaulting on any support for local roadways. This
did not mean that the minor municipal and rural roads were in good
condition, or that the municipalities were able to find the resources to
carry out the minimal works that everyone hoped would be completed.
Rather, the push for works and the support of the provincial and municipal authorities that had persisted through the unification phase had
abated. In addition, the law on compulsory municipal roads “had been
a semi-failure, despite the pressure exercised by the specifically created
intricate bureaucratic organization. Between 1869 and 1904, only 22,158
kilometers of these roads were realized: very few, if you think that . . .
calculations indicated that to match France and England they needed
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to construct 257,000 kilometers, and just to raise all of Italy to the Lombardian level, 121,000.”7
The vast implementation difficulties that faced the 1868 law on compulsory roads—and that made the results so tenuous—were already
evident at the time.8 But the needs at the base of the law, that is, the
insufficient quantity and quality of the Italian roads network, still had
not been satisfied.
Overcoming the political crisis at the end of the century, in 1903 parliament approved a new tool to support municipal roads. It enacted a
law for the construction of roads connecting inhabited centers with
the railway stations,9 a support that was more precise and specific in
its aims. The objective of the law was not the generic construction of
local roads, and certainly not rural ones, which were the focus of the
first attention of journalists and deputies,10 but rather the realization of
roads between the principal inhabited centers and the closest railway
stations. It was an apparently modest objective, somewhat defeatist
regarding the more generous intentions of the 1860s and 1870s laws,
but in reality it contained precise motives of realism: as Carlo Cattaneo—
one of the most brilliant (and critical) observers of the Italian public
works initiatives—had indicated as early as the 1840s, the existence of
feed roads to the railway stations was one of the conditions of success
of the railway.11 The 1903 law on access roads to the railway stations
“established that the municipalities that within eight years built roads
or parts of roads to access their namesake railway stations would have
the right to a subsidy from the state, equal to half of the effective costs
sustained, and a subsidy from the province, equal to a quarter. . . . Equal
subsidies would be granted to municipalities that constructed access
roads to the nearest railway station, as long as the road was not longer
than 25 kilometers in length, and comprised the existing roads for an
eventual connection.”12
The more modest objectives, with their precisely defined ambitions and procedures, did not however mean that brilliant results were
achieved. As in the past, the intentions were tied up in a thousand operative difficulties, such as the traditional diffidence of the local authorities
to activate state contributions, the customary reluctance by the central
authorities and their agents to enact the substitutive procedures, and
the lengthy realization times. The disagreements between ministry, provincial councils, and municipal administrations over the various aspects
of the law multiplied, muddying a mechanism that was supposed to be
rapid and efficient.
The data shows that between 1904 and 1911 the increase in the roads
network was, in total, little over 10,000 kilometers, of which 1,600 were
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in the south.13 The situation, in general difficult, was untenable in the
south of Italy, where the municipalities could not contribute even a
quarter of the total costs of road construction, as the law required. To
try to offer solutions for the problem, in 1904, 1906, 1908, and again in
1910, special laws were approved for Basilicata and Calabria, the regions
with the biggest problems. The laws for aid were intended to be temporary and limited, but the disastrous conditions of the infrastructure
and the multiple difficulties of the plans inevitably prolonged the period
of help.14
Although the Italian road system referred to the classical French
model of three-tier networks (e.g., state, province, and municipality), in
the first years of the 1900s the national political debate moved toward
radical modifications of the administrative mechanisms. The constant
and gradual reduction of the roads managed by the state (between 1866
and 1910 the length of national roads went from 14,000 to a little over
8,000 kilometers)15 was matched by the equally constant and gradual
increase of the provincial roads (which went from just under 10,000 to
more than 40,000 kilometers in the same period). This led to the idea
that the best configuration could have been to delegate all care of the
roads to the provinces.
After an inconclusive governmental attempt in 1902, it was Giolitti’s
ministries that took on the first research aimed at reform: in 1909 the
Minister of Public Works, Pietro Bertolini, promoted a commission and
“a dedicated administrative study” on the management of the public
roads network.16 For the first time, a broad technical and political debate
was opened on how to manage the roads network and it strongly advocated the idea that the state could completely abandon the sector. In
1911 a law was proposed (but not approved) to delegate the responsibility for all extra-urban roads to their respective provinces. The provinces
would have received a state contribution of 1,200 lire (about USD 4,500
today) for every kilometer of road they took responsibility for, while
the municipalities would have paid a contribution of 200 lire (i.e., USD
700).17
Partly due to the pressure from the Unione delle province—the association of Italian provincial administrations—the reform project involved
the national government even more deeply, with three new commissions announced for 1912 by the new minister of public works, Ettore
Sacchi.
Regarding road management, the board of directors [of the Union]
advises, if not the realization of immediate reform, then at least a display
of conviction by the government regarding the necessity of reforming the
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legislative system governing roads. Three ministerial commissions have
been created with the relative official participation by Union representatives, with the objective of studying:
a) The revision of the list of provincial roads.
b) The legislation on private roads. . . .
c) The assumption of management of the national roads by the
provinces.
The third ministerial commission is to do preparatory work, which is currently done by the central government offices, the district offices of the
Civil Engineering Office, and the collaboration of the interested individual
administrations. The questionnaire printed at the request of the Ministry
of Public Works demonstrates the evident intention to study the problem
with the aim of attributing the cura viarum to a single entity, without,
however, that entity being financially burdened.18

In the cited questionnaire, the ministry expressly asked the provincial
administrations if and how they could manage the national roads. This
pleased the provincial administrations, as they would finally see the
entire roads network entrusted to them: the valid reasons—practical,
financial, and organizational—that supported their request actually concealed other motivations of a political nature. Becoming the sole, total
manager of the roadways meant that the provincial authorities would
have an irreplaceable infrastructural role and that their political weight
would grow accordingly, assuming a decisional function on a national
scale.
The hopes of the provinces were well founded, as in June 1912 the
prime minister, Giovanni Giolitti, leaned in their favor on the theme of
roads during a presentation to the Chamber of Deputies.
I believe that in substance, the best solution would be this: that everything should be a provincial road, that is, that the state cedes even the
national roads, passing to the provinces what they are now spending
on national roads; and that the provinces provide for the entire roads
network by reallocating the spending governed by law. If we had just one
roads network, the total cost would be a lot less, because we would not
have three technical bodies: the state, the provinces, and the municipalities, which must provide this service; and also, with unified maintenance,
we would have a more perfect roads network.19

It should not be forgotten that this proposal came from entities
usually endowed with efficient maintenance services: many provincial
administrations were at the avant-garde of the roads sector and had
developed competences and functions that were comparable to the
ministerial ones. At the frontline of this struggle were those adminis-
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trations that had experienced strong social and economic demands,
particularly for modernization of the roads network: Milan, Turin,
Rome, Naples, almost all of those of the Po valley, followed by several
in southern Italy.
The parliamentary inertia, the widespread resistance to the dispersion
of decision-making processes, the heedless opposition of the ministerial
apparatuses—which were fearful of losing control of the sector—led to
doubts over the effective managerial capacity of the provincial authorities, above all in southern Italy. In the words of Minister Sacchi, “while on
the one hand it’s doubtful if all the provinces are able to assume such a
serious duty, on the other, we would like the important innovations to
be surrounded with effective guarantees to ensure the integrity of the
roads network, given the difficulty of the problem, which various commissions have studied, without finding sufficient data for an appropriate
solution.”20
Once again, it was the old problem of a central state that was
inclined to entrust the roads to local authorities, but that at the same
time feared the loss of control over a central aspect of territorial management, above all in those places where the technical capacity and
financial resources were the weakest. The entire process of delegation
was additionally hampered by the officials of the civil engineering office.
The work of the 1912 commissions ordered by Sacchi was conditioned
by ministerial bureaucracy, which slowed the pace of the fact-finding
surveys prepared by the minister—or, at times, simply prevented them
altogether.21
Leaving aside these contradictions, the reform projects all had a
small common denominator: the awareness of the impasse in which
the roads sector found itself. This meant that, following the end of the
conflict, the terms of the discussion in 1919 were the same as they had
been in 1898, when a solution for the roads sector had been loudly
called for in the course of the first meeting of the provincial representatives.22 However, the war, economic development, the request from the
local authorities to “devolve,” and finally, the establishment of the Fascist
regime made the question much more complex than it had been at the
start of the 1900s, leading to new and unexpected solutions.

The Postwar Proposals for Decentralization
Starting in the 1920s, the development of motoring, although limited,
called for profound changes to the roads, requiring—including in Italy—
radical evolution of the technology used (cement or bitumen instead
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of dirt roads or macadam),23 modification of routes, reduction of level
crossings over railways, and the construction of bypasses around
built-up areas. At the same time, a new perception of roads as public
spaces took hold, as the types of users were transformed and regulations of use became increasingly stringent.24
The roads sector reform proposals advanced in the early 1920s not
only involved the administrative aspects, but they also touched on
technical elements (curve adjustment, incline correction, widening).
The drive to modernize the roads—which in the preceding decades
had come firmly from several cycling associations, such as the Italian
Touring Club (TCI), or from some of the provincial administrations—was
by now the expression of a heterogeneous pressure group that included
the TCI, the ACI (Italian Automobile Club), the motoring industries, the
rubber industry, the petroleum and cement cartels, and the most relevant contractors for public works.25 The Italian automobile and truck
market needed to be supported by adequate infrastructure: improvements to the roads network were claimed to be indispensable for a
broader modernization of the Italian transport system.
These were also the themes of the “Postwar Central Commission,”
established in 1918, which contained a sub-committee for “Communication and transport,” presided over by Senator Maggiorino Ferraris.
Motoring had become one aspect of the roads problem, and therefore
“brought to the attention of the sub-committee one of the most recent
and appealing aspects of progress favoring rural Italy: motor services,
which have had such gratifying development in so few years.”26 After
celebrating the advantages of the automobile, the report noted how the
development of motoring put “the importance of roads for the national
economy into perspective.” The increase required “prompt, systematic, decisive measures, partly because Italy, in its entirety, has not yet
achieved the roadways necessary for its economic progress.”27
In January 1920, in keeping with the choices of his predecessors
(and following the indications of the Postwar Central Commission), the
Minister of Public Works, Edoardo Pantano, ordered the umpteenth
commission study. The study would “take into account the variations
occurring in the traffic currents, the development of mechanical traction, and the widening of the state borders and the changed military
needs; examine the national roads network and propose how to make
it a systematic asset that better corresponded with current needs, also
studying the eventual modifications to the regulations in force for the
classification of the roads; and where it is deemed opportune, also study
modifications to other regulations on the laws for public works, concerning provincial and municipal roads.”28
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The principal work of the commission was therefore to reformulate
the regulations, with particular attention to technological progress, and
to formulate proposals to modify legislation regarding local roads, envisioning, when appropriate, provincial management of the state network.
The delegation of functions from the state to the local authorities—that
is, “decentralization” and “devolution” in the terms of the day—remained
the main option.29
Caught between centralization and decentralization and between
preexisting infrastructural requirements and limited resources, and
immersed in the postwar political crisis, the debate on the roads
network was confused and contradictory. The oscillating policies were
unable to clarify a clear line of action for the government, parliament,
and the various public actors involved. This ambivalence—which will be
described in its essential details shortly—mirrored the more general state
of confusion of the political class, unable to overcome the problems that
had broken out during the global conflict. The country was by now
embedded in the spiral that would carry it into the fascist dictatorship.
While the work of the Pantano commission continued, the decree
of 19 November 1921 declared it possible for provincial administrations
to substitute the public works office for national roads maintenance
throughout the entire kingdom. In other words, the result hoped for
by the provinces had been achieved, with the only—understandable—
constraint being the ministerial agreement. In fact the delegation of
national roads maintenance to the provinces never occurred; additionally, as the provincial representatives bitterly noted, the plans were
opposed by the ministerial officers. These officers actually had opposing
intentions: to subsume many provincial roads into the national scheme,
with a ministerial structure governed by them to look after it all.30 But
while the public powers and their bureaucracy were involved in a bitter
battle, private operators were not standing still. In 1921 the engineer
Italo Vandone—director of the Experimental Roads Institute of the TCI
and appointed by the Touring Club to the ministerial commission31—
published a broad article in which he proposed subdividing the nation’s
roads into four classes. Vandone abandoned the traditional scheme that
assigned road maintenance based on the proprietary entity. He imagined a new subdivision, based on the importance of the road, estimating
the distribution of kilometers in the Italian network among the various
classes.32 His idea was to break from the classical ternary subdivision
from 1700s France, and instead introduce a system closer to the English
one. In the United Kingdom, Vandone noted, the counties were the
appointed maintainers of all the roads, but the national government was
present through its technical supervision and a contribution to the costs.
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The TCI proposal presented political and organizational elements of
particular interest. Arranging a subdivision by class (type) and not by
ownership would result in modernizing reform for the sector, overcoming the refusals of the public works office—because it did not directly
target the responsibilities of the office. It would also provide an exit
from the debate over which local authority—province versus region (the
latter were likely to be created)—should be responsible for the roads.
The success of the English roads reform of 1909 and 1919, with the
formation of a Road Board and then Road Department, as well as the
American legislation on highways in 1916 and 1921, 33 influenced the
ministerial commission appointed in turn by Minister Pantano. In 1923,
this body concluded its activities with a proposal to the ministry to cede
all extra-local roads to the provincial administrations and to create a
new roads classification with four categories.
The government was pressured by conflicting proposals, both of
which had rich material and symbolic interests. Forced to move forward
for political motives and unsure of which choice to make, they instigated a reform in 1923 that was a masterpiece of ambiguity.
Pushing them to this choice was the force of several interests in
play, outlined concisely above, but there was also the wavering of the
first year of Mussolini’s government. The authoritarian direction did
not translate sic et simpliciter into a clear governmental orientation in
the administrative area. Statolatry was yet to come, and meanwhile
the fascist government made choices that followed the indications of
the preceding government, accompanied by economic interventions
of a strict free-trade mold:34 fascism, inasmuch as it subverted the
democratic political system, was not yet a stably constituted regime.
It has been noted that “the reforms that the fascist government made
between 1923 and 1925 were, for the most part, only the realization of
projects elaborated during the preceding liberal-democratic government, and were as such not inspired by concepts of centralization and
nationalization.”35
In other words, the groundbreaking profile of the fascist government was tempered in the administrative field by inertia and a certain
continuity with the past. So, in November 1923, when the reform of
the roads sector was approved, accompanied by a new roads code, it
reflected the work of the commission and the two decades of debate
on the role of the state and the provinces in the roads sector, but at the
same time it was burdened by the traditional doubts of state bureaucracy and the uncertainty of the government over ceding ground to
subjects—in this case the local authorities—that fascism only partially
controlled.
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The 1923 Reform and Its Failure
After twenty years of debate and fifteen years of commissions and
studies, on 15 November 1923, royal decree 2506 was issued, governing “Regulations for the classification and maintenance of public roads.”
It was also known as the “Carnazza decree” or “Carnazza law,” after
the minister of public works, the Sicilian social-democrat Gabriello Carnazza. The selling point of the reform was that it abandoned the roads
classification established in 1865 in favor of a new subdivision of the
roads into four categories, following the English model. The maintenance of the first class of roads was entrusted to the state, with the
option to delegate the task to the provinces; the second and third categories of roads were entrusted to the provinces, with the option for the
Ministry of Public Works to take on the responsibility of maintenance;
the fourth category of roads was entrusted to the municipality.
However, the law did not increase financing for the roads sector,
imposing an insurmountable constraint on the program to modernize
the roads. Article 21 of the decree established that: “‘No increase in
allocation can be made at the expense of the state balance for expenses
relative to the implementation of the above regulations,’ that is, the state,
with the same amount of 58 million [about USD 65 million today] that it
spent on maintaining around 10,000 km of national roads with not very
intense traffic, now proposed to provide for maintaining all the most
important roads in the kingdom.”36
Two elements further tangled the already complex situation. The
reform addressed only the maintenance of the roads, expressly leaving
the old 1865 regulations concerning the ex novo construction of roads
for motor vehicles intact. This was not a secondary question because,
for example, the rectification of a curve or enlargement of a lane could
be considered either as maintenance interventions or as new construction. This could have led to infinite disputes among the various public
authorities about how to classify such interventions, and who should
consequently bear their cost. In addition, the 1923 law subdivided
maintenance expenses for every class among the various entities (state,
province, and municipality), with the consequent imaginable increase
and superimposition of bureaucracy.
The inherent contradictions and byzantine procedures formulated
by the reform were the direct consequence of a partial and imperfect
decentralization, and the highly superficial level of attention that the
fascist government paid the roads problem. In other words, the Carnazza law was a bluff. The government found itself facing the deadline for the mandate of reorganization of public administrations set for
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December 1923, and wanted to give the impression of a regime that
was attentive to the transport sector and able to support developmental needs. Pressured by greater urgencies, the government reluctantly
approved a reform that it had no intention of implementing, but that
seemed decisive for a few years. Confirming this deceptive front, the
government never promulgated the regulations of the reform, nor the
planned law on the construction and maintenance of the roads.37
Despite their unfinished and ambiguous nature, the 1923 regulations
represented a crucial passage in the history of Italian roads, which led to
important decisions in the reallocation of public funds. The fundamental innovation was the retraction of the ban—existent since 1855 and
reiterated in 1865—on national roads running parallel to railway lines.
The new policy, an inevitable development in road transport, aggravated the disparity between northern and southern Italy. “It must be
remembered that, while the railway was more developed in the richer
provinces, the national roads barely existed there at all. . . . With the
new law, many of the once-national roads declassified as provincial
now became part of the first class, with the consequence that the state
contributed to 50 percent of their maintenance.”38 In other words, given
that the local resources remained generally constant, there was a net
increase in infrastructural investments, thanks to the state contributions
provided for in the new law. However, “in the poorest provinces, where
the railway network was less developed, the exact opposite occurred.”39
In substance, the 1923 law favored the richest areas and penalized the
poorer areas, aggravating the infrastructural problems of particular geographic zones, those that had always had fewer resources.40
Partly due to the disparities created, the government decided to take
time and a provisory regime was settled until 20 June 1925. This administrative confusion and the power vacuum in the roads sector opened
ample space for private interventions, as we will see in the next chapter.
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